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This is the vocabulary lesson for "Give and Take" by Adam Grant. So, let's

get into it.

The first expression here self-centeredself-centered. Well, this means you are

centered around yourself. A self-centered person this is a negative thing,

they are always focused on themselves and their own problems, their

own issues, their own life in general. Another way to say this would be

self-absorbed, self-obsessed, self-seeking, talked about seeking before,

somebody who was always just interested in their own life and what

they can get? What they can't get? What problems they're having? If you

know somebody who is self-centered they often just talk about

themselves, their problems. They'll always be willing to talk about

themselves to you and they also probably won't really be interested

when you're talking about your own issues, your own problems. They'll

kind of turn off because their world is centered around them.

1. So, do you know anybody who is self-centered?

2. Why do you think people are self-centered? What causes someone to

be self-centered?

3. And how do you deal with self-centered people? Everybody is

different? We can't expect everybody to be exactly how we want

them to be. So how do you deal with people that are self-centered?

Or maybe you are a little self-centered? How do you plan on dealing

with that?

Next expression here. What's in it for me What's in it for me? What's in it? What is in it for

me? Or what's in it for him? When you use this expression it means

what's the benefit for me? Or what do I get out of it? "It" is just the

situation. So, what's in it? What's in the situation for me, that I can

benefit from? So, if you're having a business deal, if you're talking
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business with somebody; they say "oh we're going to buy your store and

make it totally new, and change it." You'd say well what's in it for me?

How am I going to benefit, how am I going to profit from this?

Next word here is to flatterto flatter it's a verb to flatter somebody or we can say

to flatter. Sounds like a "d" to Flatter; to flatter somebody is to make

somebody feel special, to make them feel honored, to make them feel

delighted. If a woman is wearing a very nice dress, you say "Oh, I love

that dress. You look wonderful in that dress." That would be you

flattering that woman and the woman might say "oh stop flattering me."

Sometimes, we think somebody is flattering us just to try to win us overto win us over

to try to get our affection or tried to gain our respect. But to flatter, she

flattered me when she told me how handsome I was.

1. So, think about it when was the last time you felt flattered by

somebody?

2. When was the last time you flattered someone?

Next expression here is to go out of your wayto go out of your way or go out of one's waygo out of one's way.

When we go out of our way it means that we go out of our normal

routine or what's convenient for us to help somebody else. So, it's not an

easy favor, it's not something that we can just do naturally or without

thinking about it. We have to intentionally break our routine, go out of

our comfort zone maybe spend money we don't have, do something

that's not very convenient for us to help somebody else. So, if somebody

buys you something that you know they might not have been able to

afford. Meaning they didn't really have the money for that. You would

say "wow you really went out of your way to buy this gift for me didn't

you?" Or you could say "you didn't have to go out of your way to buy me

such a nice gift." So, question time for you....

1. Has anybody ever really gone out of their way for you? Have they

helped you or given you something that was really generous and

showed a lot of attention and respect? Tell me about it.

2. And now your turn, when have you gone out of your way to help

someone?



Next word here is cutthroatcutthroat; talking about a cutthroat job, cutthroat

profession. Well if you think of cutting someone's throat literally with a

knife you cut their throat, it's pretty; that's a pretty intense image.

However, when we talk about something that's cutthroat, for example a

cutthroat business, means it's just very highly competitive, you say "oh I

want to be a successful lawyer" and somebody, your father might say

"well that's a really cutthroat profession", meaning it's very competitive.

There's a lot of people trying to become a lawyer, trying to become a

successful lawyer. Often, it's competitive in a negative way, in a ruthless

way meaning people will take advantage of you. They will do unethical

things to get ahead of you. They will cheat, steal, lie, all of those things

to get ahead of you, to get what they want. So very competitive very

ruthless. Ruthless meaning people don't care about your feelings or your

health or your safety. It's a cutthroat world out there. If you had a

negative view of the world, if you think everybody was competing,

everybody was trying to get ahead, you'd say it's a cut throat world out

there. Or maybe you are you are at a company and there's some people

that work there that treat the job in a very cutthroat way. They think it's

very cutthroat. They think everybody is doing whatever they can to

become the boss, to become the supervisor.

This next one is quite interesting. And this is because it has two different

meanings depending on how you use it. To take advantage ofTo take advantage of in the text

here. I use it as some givers are taken advantage of; of course, if a

person is taken advantage oftaken advantage of or if you take advantage of a person, it's a

bad thing. It's negative. You are using them for your own purpose, for

your own goals and intentions. And it could harm or hurt the other

person. So, a giver who always gives to everyone might be taken

advantage of because people know they will give them what they want,

so they ask them for a lot of things. They are always using them to get

what they want. So, don't take advantage of people and watch out, so,

you're not taken advantage of.

1. Question for you. When was the last time you were taken advantage

of?

2. You ever taken advantage of somebody. Tell me about it. When was



the last time you took advantage of somebody?

The other way is if we take advantage of a situation or a thing,take advantage of a situation or a thing, and this

is actually a good thing. You can't negatively take advantage of a thing

or a situation, unlike a person. So, you could say take advantage of your

free time to practice and listen to English. That's a positive thing. Take

advantage of your vacation time, to learn a new skill or to spend time

with your family. Take advantage of the new production studio to create

things, to create your projects. So you have things at your disposal things

that you can use or time that you can use or situations that you can use

for your benefit.

1. So how do you take advantage of your free time to improve your life?

That's the question. How do you take advantage of your free time to

improve your life?

2. How are you going to take advantage of your day, of your week, to

become more confident in English. What action steps are you going to

apply? To take advantage of the free time that you do have in your

day, even if it's only 10 minutes to improve your English?

Another verb here to evoke to evoke: to evoke is to bring or recall to the

conscious mind. To evoke a memory or to evoke a feeling; stimulate.

"When I saw her it evoked feelings of jealousy" Let's say you had an ex-

girlfriend and she cheated on you. And every time you see her it evokes

that same feeling of jealousy, the memories come back and it evokes

those negative memories. Or maybe when you go home you visit your

parents. You walk into the house. It has the same smell, that it evokes

pleasant memories of childhood, pleasant memories of when you were a

kid; the smells and the sights and the sounds evoke pleasant memories

instead of you. They awaken, stimulate pleasant feelings.

So, let me ask you this. What kind of feelings are evoked when you know

that you're going to have to speak English; let's say it's an English class,

maybe at work, conference call, a meeting. What kind of feelings are

evoked, when you know there is an English-speaking situation coming

up in your life? What kind of feelings are evoked in this situation?



Deep philosophical question, let's say negative feelings are evoked with

certain; in certain situations. How can you deal with those emotions? Or

how can you change what feelings are evoked in situations when they

are negative, and you don't want those feelings to come up? You don't

want to experience those emotions in those situations. What can you do

to stop those feelings from being evoked?

Next word is slickslick. I said that's a slick phrase there, kind of being a little

arrogant. But I said "let them feel important when they're around you

and they will help you become important in the future" So, I just thought

that was pretty clever and slick is that clever, kind of smooth, smart.

Slick literally means very kind of slippery. If you talk about an oil slick,

oil spills onto the road. It makes the road slick, makes it slippery.

Basically, things move very quickly across the surface. It's a very slippery

smooth surface. But we also can say it's a slang word; "that's slick"

meaning that's smooth. That sounds pleasant it's very easy to listen to or

it's very cool. Another synonym would be cool; cool and slick are pretty

much the same. You could say "that's a slick hat" or "a slick pair of

shoes." So, slick; cool little slang word there.

1. Question for you. What's the slickest thing that you own?

Next word is greedgreed, one of the sadly seven deadly sins. So, greed if you

think of greed; think of rich men taking all of the money for themselves.

They can't satisfy a craving for more. This could be with money, food,

status, power. Somebody is greedy, they want more and more for

themselves. That's why I say "I think it would be the downfall of our

society of our world" meaning the end of our world. I think a big problem

is greed. These days people want more and more; money, more

resources, more power, bigger houses, more for them which means less

for others. So, if you're greedy; in your greed is out of control, you can do

a lot of damage. So be careful with greed.

Last one here is an expression we talk about  a soap box a soap box or standing on

your soap box. Soapbox is a wooden box, that is very old you used to

have soap in it, but basically, it's maybe, I don't know one foot off the

ground which would be in centimeters... I'm not sure how many



centimeters are in a foot, if you have that answer let me know. You can

just Google it, but you stand on something that raises you off the

ground, so you can talk to people. We use it figuratively when somebody

is trying to preach to other people, trying to get their point across to

everyone, to everybody, saying they're standing on their soap box. This

person who thinks he's so important; he's always standing on his soap

box talking to people. Meaning he always wants everybody to listen to

him and he thinks he has the best things to say, just a little expression

there.

And that's it for the vocab lesson today. So, I left some questions in

there. First you want to go through this listen to it a few times. Answer

these questions to yourself. If you need to pause after I ask the question

to give yourself some more time, you can do that. Answer these

questions aloud use your voice speak out loud, practice speaking even to

yourself.

After you do that, you can use the button below here. Send me a

message and you can practice with me. Best if you don't write your

answers down because I want you to practice speaking not writing. So

just speak from the mind. Practice speaking. Hit the record button and

speak. Do this naturally without writing, without planning. That's the way

to do it.


